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The Concept

The idea

VDEI Application for a project

Hire DVD Producer

The Committee
Julianne Hughes
Karen Hulls
Frances Ceconello
Lauryn Paget

Advice
• Sandra Rogers-Neil
• Dr Norm Erber
• Irene Holub
The first steps

Planning

Research
- Websites

Writing
- Script for technical information
- Strategies for classroom teachers
- DVD menu
- Permission Forms

Selection
- Students
- Teachers
- Voice over presenter
- Venues
- Dates

Meetings
- Committee
- DVD producer
- VT NEV Region
What does it mean to have a hearing loss?

- Graphic Creations

**Review script**
- Refer to Websites -AHS, CIC
- Check script with VT NEV Region

**Record voice over for the graphics**

**Meet with producer**
- Show the graphics required
- Check graphics
- Combines graphics with voice over-check
Simulation of a hearing loss

THE HELOS MACHINE

Selection:
- Purchase
- Practise

Check simulation with Audiologists

Recording the Simulation

Selection:
- Poem
- Picture
- Copyright
Strategies for the Primary and Secondary School Teacher

Filming
(Over two days)
- Interviews with Primary students
- Primary classroom – teacher and students
- Interviews with secondary students
- Secondary classroom - teacher and students

Editing
- Viewing clips
- Selection order of clips
- Splicing interview clips with classroom clips

Re filming
- Interview with students
- Re editing
- Splicing
The DVD Project - Completion

- DVD sent to VDEI captioning centre for captioning
- DVD to be uploaded to the VDEI website
We did it!